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CherryPy + CodeMirror = 
Online IDE



  

HackerPads – Online IDE

HackerPads is an 
Open-Source computing 
environment that runs 
across embedded 
systems. 

It's a system that brings 
together the best of Arduino, 
Rasberry-Pi, Embed and 
provides them all with 
common Cases, Interfaces 
and Peripherals and perhaps 
programming.



  

What's wrong with Arduino ?

What's wrong with 
Arduino ?

● Not much, but it's Java 
based. I want Python.

● Everything these days is 
web based, or even 
Cloud based. I want that.

● Edit.. compile and then 
upload is so old school.



  

Why do devices need a Web IDE?

Possible reasons:
●Compile, upload, run is too annoying.

●Too many devices, too far to walk (across the 
room to get one for reprogramming). Just 
reprogram it using wifi.

●More and more embedded systems are coming 
with Network interfaces these days.

●Embedded Editors are too powerful to ignore. If 
they are there, then why not use one.



  

Web Editors

Ace (editor)

CodeMirror

CodePress

CodeTextArea

EditArea

Helene

Orion

MDK-Editor

Web Editors

There's a number of 
different Web Editing 
widgets out there. They are 
pretty amazing. After 
reviewing the common 
ones, I chose CodeMirror in 
the end because of its small 
footprint which would make 
it good for embedded 
devices.



  

Web Servers ? Embedded or 
CherryPy ?

Which Web Server is best 
on an embedded system?
● After lots of testing of 

Snorkel and other 
embedded webservers I 
gave up and went back to 
Python

● CherryPy is what I wanted: 
small and customisable.

● Should work on a 
Raspberry-Pi



  

Basic CodeMirror

● CodeMirror is a widget 
with comprehensive 
editing capabilities

● You simply load it as a 
widget on a html page 
for instant editing 
capabilities.

● Numerous features and 
capabilities.



  

Code Mirror Features

● Built in themes
● Built in Language 

support.
● Nice ways to do tabs 

and auto-complete
● Python mode



  

Installing and running CherryPy

● I just used easy_install to install CherryPy
Sudo easy_install cherrypy

● To run the server:
Python ide.py



  

Add a programming Window..



  

Add Compile and run buttons

● I added some basic 
buttons for Loading 
and Saving

● There's more coding 
to go in.

● Lot's of jquery to add.



  

Server is ready to deploy

● That's it for now
● Developers are 

welcome to join my 
project.

● Www.bitbucket.org/djlyon/hackerpads

http://Www.bitbucket.org/djlyon/hackerpads
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